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Abstract:
In this paper, we examine the effect of network coding (nc) configuration at the overall performance of ad hoc networks with the attention of two sizable factors, particularly, the throughput loss and the interpreting loss, which can be together handled as the overhead of nc. In particular, bodily-layer nc and random linear nc are followed in static and cellular ad hoc networks (manets), respectively. Furthermore, we signify the good put and postpone/good put tradeoff in static networks, which are also analyzed in mantes for exclusive mobility models (i.e., the random impartial and identically allotted (i.i.d.) Mobility model and the random stroll model) and transmission schemes (i.e., the -hop relay scheme and the flooding scheme). Furthermore, the optimum configuration of nc, which includes the facts length, era size, and nc Galois area, is derived to optimize the postpone/ good put tradeoff and good put. The theoretical outcomes show that nc does now not bring about order gain on delay/good put tradeoff for each network version and scheme, except for the flooding scheme in a random id. Mobility version: But, the good put improvement is exhibited for all of the proposed schemes in cellular networks. To our excellent understanding, this is the primary work to analyze the scaling legal guidelines of nc performance and configuration with the attention of coding overhead in ad hoc networks.
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I. Creation:

Community coding turned into to start with designed as a type of source coding. Similarly studies showed that the capacity of stressed networks can be advanced through network coding (nc), that may fully make use of the community assets. Due to this advantage, the way to rent nc in wireless ad hoc networks has been intensively studied in latest years with the purpose of improving the throughput and postpone performance. The primary difference among stressed out networks and Wi-Fi networks is that there may be non-ignorable interference among nodes in Wi-Fi networks. Therefore, it's far crucial to layout the NC in Wi-Fi ad hoc networks with interference to gain the development on device overall performance which include good put and delay/good put tradeoff. It was proved that the most drift can be carried out by employing nc in wired networks. Inside the previous few years, big efforts have
been committed to designing schemes adopting nc, aiming at full utilization of network assets in applications which includes Wi-Fi ad hoc networks, peer-to-peer networks, and so forth. An essential work by using liu et al. Added the observation that most effective a constant component of throughput improvement can be added approximately to k-dimensional random static networks. Similarly works with the aid of zhang et al. Analyzed the put off, throughput (which include the overhead of nc), and their tradeoff in fast and sluggish mobility fashions for mobile ad hoc networks (manets) via using random linear nc (rlnc). It become indicated of their consequences that order improvement of throughput scaling laws may be completed by using adopting rlnc in manets. Recent works also targeted at the community performance with nc. Yan et al. Supplied a theoretical have a look at of the throughput in vehicular ad hoc networks the use of packet-degree nc and symbol-level nc. The throughput loss and decoding lack of nc, which might be dealt with as the overhead of nc, are also taken into consideration. All of the given models and schemes were widely adopted in the researches of wireless advert hoc networks. In particular, some of them (e.g., random i.i.d. Mobility version) have been appropriate for initial research, while others (e.g., random walk version) were of accurate reality. The primary differences and contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

• most important differences: all of the following outcomes are based totally on the scaling legal guidelines of nc overhead, which have been no longer taken into consideration in maximum previous works in wireless advert hoc networks. As opposed to throughput and put off/throughput tradeoff, this paper specially specializes in the impact of nc on good put and delay/good put tradeoff overall performance. Moreover, the corresponding best nc configuration is also derived, which includes the generation size (k), nc Galois discipline (u bits), and records size of one packet (b bits).

• predominant contribution i: for static networks, our theoretical results imply that the good put and put off/good put tradeoff can’t be improved so as feel by using using nc while considering the throughput loss and deciphering loss.

• Important contribution ii: for a -hop relay scheme in a random i.e. Mobility model, no good put gain can be obtained comparing with the no-replicas case. However, compared with the replicas case, the good put development is θ(√n) when ok = θ(n), u = θ(logn), and b = θ(n log n). However, the put off/good put tradeoff cannot be strengthened so as experience whilst n_e is employed. For the flooding scheme, good put gain θ(log n) can be done for the configuration okay = θ(log n), u = θ(log n), and b = θ(log_2 n). Furthermore, the put off/ good put tradeoff development is θ(√logn) while b = θ(log n), okay = θ(√log n), and u = θ(√log n).

• most important contribution iii: for a two-hop relay scheme in a random walk model, evaluating with the no-replicas case, there is nevertheless no order advantage on good put. Nevertheless, massive good put development θ(n) is obtained while compared with the replicas case below the same n_c configuration as within the -hop relay scheme of a random

Mobility version: Furthermore, for the flooding scheme, good put advantage θ(√n) may be performed for the configuration k = θ(√n), u = θ(log n), and b = θ(√log n).

Eventually, it is proved that the nc can not improve the order of delay/good put tradeoff
inside the random stroll version for both schemes.

2. Some traits of network coding and network overall performance metrics

Here, we gift the basic idea of nc and the scaling laws of throughput loss and interpreting loss. Furthermore, a few useful standards and parameters are indexed. Finally, we deliver the definitions of some network overall performance metrics. A. Simple idea of network coding we employ the p.c in static networks and random linear nc in mobile networks. Percent scheme: % has been studied, which is designed based on the channel nation statistics (csi) and community topology. The % is appropriate for the static networks since the csi and community topology are pre known in the static case. Moreover, we can deliver an example to expose the characteristic of percent as follows.

There are g nodes in a single mobile, and node i (i = 1, 2, . . . , g) holds packet xi. All the g packets are impartial, and that they belong to the same unicast consultation. The packets are transmitted to a node I in the next cellular simultaneously. Giis a complicated wide variety that represents the csi between i and that i in the frequency area. The acquired signal may be expressed as

\[ Y_{i'} = \sum_{i=1}^{g} g_{i'v} s_i + n_{i'} \]  

(1)

\[ X_{i'} = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{g} \alpha_i x_i \right) \mod(2^B) \]  

(2)

Where \( \alpha_i \) is the NC coefficient (fixed) selected from the Galois field \( Fq \), and \( B \) is the size of data in one packet.

\[ Y = \left[ \text{overhead}, \left( \sum_{i=1}^{g} \alpha_i x_i \right) \mod(2^B) \right] \]  

(3)

The operation \( \mod(2^B) \) is introduced to guarantee that the size of the data combination part does not increase, and we will not show it in the following part of this paper for brevity. The detailed PNC technique can be found. Moreover, to guarantee that the data can be uniquely decoded, it must be satisfied that \( B \geq u \), where \( u \) is the size of the network coefficient in bits (i.e., \( u = \log q \)).

\[ Y = [Y_o, Y_c] = \left\{ \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_k \right\}, \sum_{i=1}^{k} \alpha_i X_i \]  

(4)

Furthermore, according to the theoretical analysis in Section V, it is obvious that \( B \geq u \) can be satisfied under the optimal configuration.

![Fig. 1. Structure of packet with NC coefficients and data.](image)

B. Overhead of Network Coding In this paper, the throughput loss and decoding loss are jointly treated as the overhead of NC. We introduce both of them as follows.

**Throughput Loss of Network Coding:** Considering the linear NC of \( Fq \), a group of \( k \) packets \( \{X_i\} \) are transmitted from the source to the destination with the help of relay(s). The data size of each packet is \( B \) bits. To guarantee the performance of every hop, the scale of the nc coefficients must be designed as small as
feasible. We define \( b_{total} \) as the size of an mixture packet, which includes each statistics and the \( nc \) coefficients. The throughput loss is described as follows:

\[
C(n) = \frac{B_{total}}{b} \quad (5)
\]

In fig. 1, the the front \( ku \) bits are reserved for the \( nc \) coefficients, and consequently, the dimensions of every packet is deterministic, i.e., \( B_{total} = u_k + b \) bits. As a result, the throughput loss may be represented as

\[
C(n) = \theta \left( \frac{ku}{B} + 1 \right) \quad (6)
\]

It should be noted that the throughput loss does no longer exchange all through the transmission since the \( nc \) operations are finished in the galois discipline \( f_q \). The throughput loss in ad hoc networks differs from that in some of the opposite networks (e.g., butterfly model) in which \( k \) and \( u \) can be negligible compared with the dimensions of information. But, in ad hoc networks, for the motive of order gain on goodput and postpone, the variety of blended packets need to be sufficiently huge, which makes the throughput loss an ineligible component. Even though we can increase the order of data size to reduce the throughput loss, this can also motive full-size loss on postpone because the packets cannot be decoded till \( \theta(\text{okay}) \) specific packets are obtained.

Interpreting loss of community coding: the deciphering loss is resulting from deciphering failure of rlnc. Because the \( nc \) coefficients are randomly selected from galois field \( f_q \), the vacation spot may additionally not decode the okay original packets efficiently. For that reason, we have to take into account the opportunity that the vacation spot cannot efficaciously decode the okay packets, which is handled as the decoding loss in this paper. Moreover, the characteristic of deciphering loss is delivered as follows.

**Lemma 1:** while random \( nc \) is employed, the possibility that the random community code is legitimate is as a minimum \( (1 - \frac{1}{q}) \eta \), where \( \eta \) is the wide variety of links with related random coefficients, and \( q \) is the scale of coding galois area. C. A few useful standards and parameters we listing a few definitions on the way to be used in this paper as follows. Useful link: to calculate the interpreting loss, we define the useful link because the hyperlink with associated random coefficients, i.e., the hyperlink belonging to the direction from the source to the vacation spot. As an example, in a single hop, a node combines \( g \) acquired packets and the packet it already has with related random coefficients. The range of useful links for this hop is \( g + 1 \) if the brand new packet or its combinations with different packets could be acquired through the destination. Rather, if the new packet or its mixture with other packets isn't ultimately acquired by way of the destination, these links are not useful links. Generation length of community coding: while \( nc \) is hired, businesses of packets are mixed collectively consistent with \( nc \). The era size of \( nc \) is described as the quantity of packets in the organization, that's the identical for every institution.

\[
\lambda_i(n) = \lim_{t \to \infty} \inf \frac{1}{t} M(i, t) \quad (7)
\]

**Definition of Delay/Goodput Tradeoff:** The delay/goodput tradeoff is defined as follows:

\[
\frac{D(n)}{T(n)} \quad (9)
\]
III. ANALYSIS FOR STATIC NETWORKS

Here, the static community model is delivered at the beginning, which includes the community topology and the transmission version. Moreover, we endorse the transmission scheme for this version, and the corresponding goodput and postpone also are analyzed primarily based on the consideration of throughput loss and interpreting loss.

A. Community topology

We attention on the networks that encompass n randomly and frivolously dispensed static nodes in a unit square vicinity. These nodes are randomly grouped into s–d pairs.

B. Transmission model

In this paper, we adopt the protocol version that is a simplified model of the physical model because it ignores the long-distance interference and transmission. Moreover, it is indicated that the physical version can be treated as the protocol model on scaling laws whilst the transmission is allowed if the sign-to-interference-plus-noise ratio is larger than a given threshold.

C. Transmission scheme for static networks

In this version, 3 types of nodes are concerned, i.e., source node, relay node, and destination node. Each node inside the network may also act as one or some of the 3 roles. Furthermore, the p.c is followed in this scheme for the reason that community topology is constant. This can be realized and calculated in a computing center of this community. Network-coding-based totally relay scheme: within the static networks

With %, g in (1) and (2) satisfies g = θ(1), and the corresponding csi is re-known at each node earlier than transmission. Since the community is so large that every node rarely is aware of and stores all the nc coefficients, we best focus on the case that each node does now not recognize the nc coefficients of others. Furthermore, the case that every node knows all of the nc coefficients might be mentioned on the end of this section. For the transmission scheme, the k packets (as a era institution) are transmitted in a digraph with the minimum overall euclidean distance among connected nodes. Within the static networks, the “whilst-to-prevent” sign is transmitted by way of handshaking, and the entire unicast consultation will now not forestall till (1 + ε)okay different packets arriving at the vacation spot node, in which ε > zero is a constant. There are three steps for the transmission scheme as follows.

• step 1: the source node combines the k unique packets and generates (1 + ε)ok packets in keeping with nc. Afterward, it transmits the packets to (1 + ε) k nearest nodes (relays) as multi-uni cast.

• step 2: all of the relay nodes in a single cellular are separated into a few corporations, and every group includes g nodes. The nodes belonging to the equal group transmit packets to the following cell simultaneously. Later on, the nodes in the
subsequent cellular rent percent, which has been formally brought. A easy instance is proven in fig. 2. Step 2 is completed when all the packets are transmitted to the closest cells round the destination cellular.

• step 3: all the packets in the nearest cells across the destination cell may be transmitted to the vacation spot node as “many-to-one” transmission, that's called “converge cast.”

D. Performance of static networks: The deciphering loss is derived within the following lemma 2. Furthermore, the throughput and delay without considering the throughput loss and deciphering loss are derived in lemma three. The throughput in lemma 3 is the average number of packets that may be sent from the supply to the destination in one time slot, which is different from the goodput. In truth, these packets can also consist of the nc coefficients and linearly correlated packets. Consequently, it is the gross throughput, which is more than the data goodput t(n) in (8). Similarly, the postpone in lemma three does now not remember the transmission of nc coefficients and linearly correlated packets, and therefore, it is smaller than the actual delay d(n) is described.

Since there is no replica in order sense, the gross throughput for this condition is

\[ T_g(n) = \theta \left( \frac{kW}{\sqrt{n \log n}} \right) \text{bits/s} \]

The gross throughput for this condition can be represented as:

\[ T_g(n) = \theta \left( \frac{GW}{\sqrt{n \log n}} \right) \text{bits/s} \]

Lemma 2: Considering uni-cast static networks with percent, there must be an answer of network code in discipline fq to make sure that the network is feasible for any regular q and q > 1.

\[
T(n) = \frac{T_g(n)P(n)}{G(n)}
= \begin{cases} 
\left( \frac{kWB}{k\sqrt{n \log n} + B\sqrt{n \log n}} \right) \text{bits} \\
\frac{s}{G} & \text{if } k < \frac{G}{1+\epsilon} \\
\left( \frac{GWB}{k\sqrt{n \log n} + B\sqrt{n \log n}} \right) \text{bits} & \text{if } k \geq \frac{G}{1+\epsilon}
\end{cases}
\]

IV. Analysis for mobile networks

Here, we can introduce the cellular community fashions, which include network topology, mobility models, and transmission model. Furthermore, the transmission schemes also are proposed for both of the mobility models, and the corresponding goodput and delay are further derived as in section iii.

A. Network topology

We study the cellular networks that encompass n cell nodes in a unit square location. Those nodes are randomly grouped into s–d pairs.

\[
Y = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \alpha_i X_i
\]

B. Mobility fashions in cell networks: The total location (the unit square) is divided into m = \( \theta(n) \) rectangular cells as opposed to \( \theta(\frac{n}{\log n}) \), where m < n. Our work can be implemented to many mobility fashions, and we specially give attention to the random i.i.d.
Mobility version and random stroll version, that are described as follows. Random i.i.d. Mobility model: in a random i.i.d. Mobility model, every node could be in a randomly selected cell independently and identically in the next time slot, which means that that each node can be in any mobile with the same chance. As a end result, the network topology drastically modifications in on every occasion slot, and the network conduct cannot be expected.

C. Transmission Model

We also adopt the protocol model and the $k^2$-TDMA scheme for mobile networks. Moreover, the transmission range is represented as

$$N(s) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} 1_i \text{ is in cell' s }$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

D. Transmission schemes for cell networks

The subsequent schemes are relevant to both random i.i.d. Mobility model and random walk model. First, we define three types of transmissions: supply to relay ($s$–$r$), relay to relay ($r$–$r$), and relay to vacation spot ($r$–$d$). Further, source-to destination transmission additionally belongs to $r$–$d$. Whilst the relay gets a brand new packet, it combines the packet it has with that it gets by way of randomly selected coefficients after which generates a new packet. Simultaneous transmission in one cellular isn't allowed due to the fact that it is hard for the receiver to achieve a couple of csi from extraordinary transmitters on the same time. Therefore, we employ the random linear nc for cell models. Especially, we adopt two schemes as follows.

• Two-hop relay scheme: $r$–$r$ transmission isn't always allowed in this scheme. All of the packets are transmitted from the source to the vacation spot via, at maximum, hops. The possibility that either the $s$–$r$ or $r$–$d$ is chosen is half of. Every packet could be deleted $td$ seconds after its generation, wherein $td = \omega(d(n))$ is determined based at the postpone of the networks. While $s$–$r$ transmission is selected, the supply will randomly select a node within the identical cell and transmit a combined packet of $k$ unique packets with coefficients which are randomly decided on from $f_q$. When $r$–$d$ transmission is selected, the relay will transmit the corresponding packet to the destination after which delete this packet. The destination decodes the nc while it receives $(1 + \epsilon)$ ok extraordinary packets, where $\epsilon$ is a high-quality steady.

• flooding scheme: all the three transmissions are allowed, and the probability that one among them is selected is 1/3. The delete time $td$ for this scheme is also $td = \omega(d(n))$. The $r$–$d$ transmission is the same as within the -hop relay scheme. When $s$–$r$ transmission is selected, the supply will transmit a combined packet of okay unique packets with nc coefficients to all the nodes inside the equal mobile. While $r$–$r$ transmission is selected, one node will be randomly decided on, and it'll transmit one in all its packets to the opposite nodes in the identical cell equiprobably. After receiving the packet, every node on this cell combines the packet with the equal consultation packet it has (if there is one) as in (3), in which $g = 1$. Afterward, it's going to shop the combination in its memory and delete the received packet, in addition to the antique packet of this session. The interpreting time of the destination is similar to in the -hop scheme.

E. Overall performance of random i.i.d:

Mobility version first, we provide the subsequent lemma, so that you can be utilized in our evaluation.
Lemma 4: Assuming that there are m cells within the networks, b nodes are randomly placed in them. The expectancy of the quantity of cells that maintain at least one node is given as follows:

\[ E(n) = \begin{cases} b - o(b), & \text{if } b = o(m) \\ \Theta(m), & \text{if } b = \Omega(m) \end{cases} \]

**Evidence:** the end result for the condition \( b = \Omega(m) \) can be found. For the case \( b = o(m) \), the wide variety of cells that have a couple of node in them is

\[
m \left( 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{1}{m} \right)^b \right) - \frac{b}{m} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{m} \right)^{b-1}
\]

\[
= \Theta(m(1 - \frac{b}{m} - \frac{b}{m} - \frac{b^2}{m^2})
\]

\[
= \Theta \left( \frac{b^2}{m} \right) = o(b) \quad (20)
\]

As a consequence, \( e(n) = b - o(b) \) for this example. In a while, we analyze the goodput and delay overall performance with the attention of throughput loss and interpreting loss for the random i.i.d. Mobility version.

Lemma 5: considering one unicast consultation inside the networks with the random i.i.d. Mobility version and nc, we denote the number of links with associated random coefficients as \( \eta \). The \( \eta^2 \)-hop is of order \( \theta(\eta k) \) for the two-hop relay scheme, and \( \eta \text{flooding} = o(\min(2(1+\varepsilon)k\log n, n \log n)) \) for the flooding scheme.

**Evidence:** first, we bear in mind the 2-hop relay scheme. The vacation spot receives \((1 + \varepsilon)k\) combined packets from \((1 + \varepsilon)ok\) relays (may also consist of the supply). Subsequently, the unicast session is composed of the supply, the destination, and those relays. We forget about the other relays because the destination obtained no packets from them. For this reason, the number of links with related random coefficients is \( \theta(k) \) for both the primary and 2nd hops. As a result, we've got \( \eta^2 \text{ hop} = \theta(k) \).

V. DISCUSSIONS

Here, we discuss the given results and optimize the delay/ good put tradeoff and good put for both static and mobile networks. The corresponding optimal data size \( B \), generation size \( k \), and NC field \( F_q \) are also derived. Moreover, we compare the results with the no-NC case. The data size for the network without NC is shown in Remark 4. Since there is no NC in this case, the throughput of it can be treated as the good put. Additionally, it should be noted that \( B, T(n), D(n) \), and the tradeoff are in units of bits, bits/s, s, and s^2/bits, respectively. For the sake of brevity, we do not list the units in the results during our discussion.

\[
\theta \left( \left( 1 - \frac{1}{q} \right)^{-2y_k} \frac{n(u_k + B)^2}{W^2 B} \right) \quad (40)
\]
Remark 4: In the network without NC, the increment of data size will lead to an enlargement of delay, whereas the good put remains the same. Consequently, data size should be as small as possible. The smallest data size is \( B = \theta(1) \) in static networks, because all the transmission paths are fixed. In mobile networks, the destination ID must be conveyed in the packet. As a result, the data size is at least \( B = \theta(\log n) \).

\[
\theta\left(1 - \frac{1}{q}\right)^{-2ek} \frac{n^2(uk + B)^2}{W^2Bk} \tag{42}
\]

Table ii improvements of delay/good put and good put Performance by employing network coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Trade off gain</th>
<th>Good put gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>( \theta(1) )</td>
<td>( \theta(1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.i.d. Mobility 2-hop</td>
<td>( \theta(1) )</td>
<td>( \theta(\sqrt{n}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L.i.d. mobility multi-hop</td>
<td>( \theta(\log n) )</td>
<td>( \theta(\log n) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random walk 2-hop</td>
<td>( \theta(1) )</td>
<td>( \theta(n) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random walk multi-hop</td>
<td>( \theta(1) )</td>
<td>( \theta(\sqrt{n}) )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\theta\left(\left(1 - \frac{1}{q}\right)^{2\theta\text{flooding}} n^2 \frac{(ku + B)^2}{W^2Bk}\right) \tag{43}
\]

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have analyzed the NC configuration in both static and mobile ad hoc networks to optimize the delay/good put trade off and the good put with the consideration of the throughput loss and decoding loss of NC. These results reveal the impact of network scale on the NC system, which has not been studied in previous works. Moreover, we also compared the performance with the corresponding networks without NC. The results indicate that NC provides improvement on goodput in mobile networks but no gain on delay/good put tradeoff in all of the proposed models and schemes, except for the flooding scheme in the i.i.d. Mobility model.
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